Processing of laser-Doppler signals from free flaps.
As conventional graphical laser-Doppler flowmetric (LDF) registrations from free flaps are difficult to interpret we explored the use of refined computerized signal processing to enhance the reliability of the blood flow supervision postoperatively. From eleven free flaps LDF data were collected using a software programme and a personal computer for analysis. Findings were compared with the clinical outcome. Nine flaps healed whereas one had wound problems and one suffered a partial necrosis. From the nine uneventful flaps, a peak within the range of frequencies from 0.04 to 0.23 Hz was seen. In the remaining two, such a low frequency peak could hardly be observed. Frequency analysis using computerized processing of LDF signals thus has the capacity to demonstrate the status of the flap perfusion. The slow wave vasomotion component seems to be of particular importance. Other frequency components warrant further investigation. A custom made monitoring device would be of great clinical value.